
Music – Graphic Scores 
 

Hello Year 6, we hope you enjoy this music work, please do bring any work along to your first 
music lesson.  This work will help you look at how composers create and write music, using 

notation (the notes on a music score) or a Graphic Score (something very different!) 
 
Have a read with your family or friends and start making music!  
 

Usually we expect 
music to look                                 
like this  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A graphic score is a 
different way of writing 
music. The composer 
uses different colours 
and shapes            to 
represent different 
instruments. Where 
the shapes are placed 
on the music, 
suggested how high or 
low the instruments 
sound (pitch.)  
 
 

 
 
Things to do: 

1. Click on the YouTube link and have a listen to a piece of music created by a Year 7 class and 
how they used a Graphic Score to write their music down. They have used different shapes 
and colours to represent different instruments.  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZsbcBVCWFjc 
 
 

2. Ask yourself - what instruments can you hear being used in this piece? Remember the voice 
is an instrument.  
 

3. How do the performers know when / when not to sing or play their instrument? What 

happens to the graphic score, to help them understand?  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZsbcBVCWFjc


 

4. Now it is your turn! Thing to do:  
 

• Create your own graphic score. Choose what you want to portray in your music. 

• Use the format in the YouTube video where you create a layer of sound using a different 

shape  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Use a sheet of A4 or create it using your computer – your choice!  

• Use colours and shapes for different sounds. If you want to use the ones they have here 

– you can if they suit the music you want to make.  

 
 

5. Performing your graphic score 
 

1) Consider what (safe) sounds you can find/use at home – wooden spoon on grater, whistle, 
two sticks, saucepan lids, shakers, chimes, boxes, and any instruments you have? 

 
2) Recruit members of your family or your friends, to help bring your graphic score to life! 

 
3) Practise and look for ways on how to improve the piece. 

 
4) When you, the composer, are satisfied with your piece – why don’t you perform it live 

and/or record it (using your phone)?   
 
We look forward to meeting you all and hopefully hearing some of your compositions! 

 
The Creative Arts Team      

 

   (Art, Drama, Graphic Communication, Instrument Tuition, LAMDA and Music.) 
 

 
 
 

                 = Drum 
 

= Xylophone 
 

= glockenspiel 
 
 

= voices.  
 
 
  


